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"or what color are you?" I did the last one after a few weeks that I was black.Emely on January 23, 2014: I was wondering if this process worked on your hair previously youÃ±ido ( Me teÃ±Ã the black hair ) ?Diana on November 25, 2013:Hi I saw this video of youtube n buyÃ³ the Loreal stands out in red and magenta only usÃ© the magenta in the 30
vol developer, but only my races show the color my hair still looks black im dying again today but I am mixing half magenta half red n 70 of 30 vol developer I hope it works any advice on what to do before you even see it. Please helpBreanna on August 02, 2013:Ok so I'm going to wear red hair using Hicolor. So my roots are... I'm afraid I don't have
any pictures of what looks like red, it was probably pretty red. Written by: Alyssa Kaplan, Photo gallery: Sarah Duvivier I've been an online writer for over eight years. The product uses patented technology to lift the hair three to four colors lighter. Which is a hassle when I'm re-hair or re-hair of any color. Try again in a week or two!Runee on 22 May,
2012:Hello there! I had actually tried this brand, although I turned red hot and a developer of 30 and like you, I naturally have dark hair from South Asia, but I had it many times with R68 fair since I had cut my hair so it is just that color in my hair. It's a red I've also been trying to pull out without a leaf. Thank you for the post.rizzayvette (author)
from Illinois on February 13, 2013:Steffine, "What don't you like about color?" Same brand, box looks a little different. Just to be on the safe side, and you can check every 10 or as many minutes after spending 30 minutes to see how ³ is reacting with your hair.As for the amount of developer, haha, you really don't know about that one. you guessed,
nigga. You have no idea why it's not there. On May 31, 2012: the first blog about the colorful hair I really think makes sense ... Nothing bad, especially since the developer has about 8 fl. Rinse color color 30 minutes, add water to your hair to emulsify in a foam. Application ³: Always apply hair color to dry and unwashed hair immediately after mixing.
Saturates the selected hair based ³ the desired effects. Process for 30 minutes at room temperature. Rinse hair well after the processing time. Rinse with lukewarm water until the water comes out clear and then champÃº. To speed up processing time, use a preheated (not hot) heat source for up to 15 minutes. Cool for 5 minutes at room temperature.
If you want more shades of red you have to look for the Hicolor Loreal (not the Hilites). To mix HiColor ³ for dark hair, mix 1 part (1.74 oz) of HiColor hair color to 1.5 parts (2.5 oz). I can't say for sure though!and I'm not sure about extensions either. Loreal means dark hair ³ it! as ³ a dark / black.Renee on May 06, 2012:How ³ touch the black rums, or
³ it all? and resultÃ³ this red? So ³ on May 26, 2012:Hey, the color looks great on you! But I wanted to ask, "How long is your hair?" Rune on May 26, 2012:"That's what I was planning to do! It's 40 that good?rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on May 26, 2012:Runee, try volume 40! That's the strength I use, so maybe the 30 ³ is strong enough for your
hair color/type.I hope you fix the problem! otherwise, just don't know what it can be!Runs on May 26, 2012:Hey! Thank you for responding! That's what I thought, too, but the fair color I was wearing was a red that was very much like hot red. I left it for an hour and 15 minutes. Thank you:) yvette on April 01, 2014:Hello always youÃ±ido my hair light
intense auburn I use the type garnier and I have the colored champÃº garnier shield Garnier I get sad because it doesn't last long and so I want it to be light Auburn but brilliant as I can take photos and go out with that color you can help me please ... on February 21, 2014: t â¡HANKS to publish this! I just taught my hair with an intense deep intense
and i know you're stuck, but i also have this hard hair. I really want a good bright red. Â Should you use another color remover before? Mix the L'oreal HiColor dye in the included ³. Then ³,  are Â  break down exactly how ³ use it to get the best results. Editor's suggestion Â  Â : If you want help selecting a tone that will flatter you better, check with
the hair color concierge at L'OrÃ  Â© al Paris, where you can chat with a live expert who can offer personalized recommendations on hair color. Step 1. Yes I must be mixing and following the instructions properly so that it can't be Âo what do you think?:/rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on May 25, 2012:I'm so sorry it didn't work out! "could it have
been because the fair was still so fresh? it was fine. Please answer as soon as I die my hair in a week c: the same color as grapes and I also have really dark hair (:rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on May 09, 2012:Renee, I usually just redden my whole head! After a month I get tired of keeping the color in the shower (wash the hair in water frÃa, in the
shortest possible time) so by the time I am ready to you again a few months later, it is very discolored.rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on May 09, 2012: Kelsey, I just whiten the rums to match the rest and then use a bright red dye like Manic Panic. I will test the volume 40 and keep it in more than 35 minutes.heaven215 on August 09,
2012:DESTINATION- the boxes you are seeing are the "Hilitas" Loreal Hicolor, only comes in Red, Copper, & Magenta. Actually four days before using this usÃ© fair again but I found out about this and couldn't wait. I imagine that if I liked it enough, and wanted to go brighter, I could always come back to you in a month or two with hot red, which I
am considering now! When choosing your hair color in Sally olos olos ,aroh anu rop ortned odraug al orep ,sotunim 03 sonu olos ecid ajac al ,aeL:2102 ed lirba ed 40 le sionillI ed )rotua( ettevyazzir!osoznogrev nat sE¡Â .rodallorrased rarpmoc ed eserºÃgesa ,azelleb ed ortsinimus orto reiuqlauc My hair is quite resistant to coloring. Since these are for
professional use, they do not include everything in a box like pharmacy hair dyes. I went with the developer of L’Oreal’s Oreor Creme on the volume of 40, which will raise the color of your hair to 4 shades. I think my ex-boyfriend’s mother wore it and it worked well, but it’s also half a rich scary, so I don’t know if that helped or anything! If regular box
dyes work for you, I don’t see why it wouldn’t work! However, don’t take my word for it. You will be left with a bright and vivid hair color. Editor’s advice: remember that once you have colored your hair, it is important to use safe colored shampoo and conditioner such as shampoo for color care and shampoo for color care and sulfate. The color care
conditioner strengthening a sulfate-free bond strengthening the sulfate-strengthening color conditioning. Continue applying color section by section until the scalp is saturated before moving to its length.: O and how many color boxes you used. Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read If you’re looking to change your hair color for the holiday
season, but aren’t interested in walking to the salon, you can still get a beautiful new hair color without the expense of the salon and time commitment. L’Oreal also claims that this product is resistant to sun fading and washes. Pour the included conditioner into the hair and let it repeat for three minutes. Anyway, I didn’t measure correctly, as I said,
but I never really measure anything correctly. Then squeeze the contents of the tube (labeled 2) into the developer (bottle 1). So try to get a really good moisturizing conditioner. I have virgin black hair, should it be your color or should I do a darker shade. And what volume did you use? Denyse on 24 April 2012: I just finished sionillI sionillI ed )rotua(
ettevyazziR ? !secÃar sim ed ajnaran al oid em y¡Â ,nrubuA zul al ©ÃsU (: secÃar sim ³Ãcot olos y yoh otse noc ollebac le emri±Ãet April 18, 2012: Aw I feel that it happened to you! Maybe only you are again black for another month or so? And then you try again with 40 volume! Quaneisha on April 15, 2012: I really want to have read This in advance.
Apply the color once the mixture is complete, immediately apply the color to your hair. Where can I get the supplies that I will need? It is the sun is quite bright however. As it is already a kind of deep red, I do not want to risk using volume developer 40, if I leave or will clarify my hair too much, or it will give it a lot. Once the scalp is covered, move to
its average and extreme lengths ã¤, â € extending the color of hair generously with the fingers. Step 4. Maybe you can say my profile picture. Please help! Thank you! Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on August 10, 2012: Hello summer !! I am very happy that you enjoyed reading my article :) I try to be the most entertaining what I can, haha. Anyway, it
sounds like your hair is in good position to tender red! My hair is up to the little one from my back, but it is not very thick, so I usually just using a tube and a half of the hair dye. After reading her post today (and since she was ready for a touch -up) I did her hair wearing developer 40. Pye old clothing and the planning gloves included to avoid dye
stains. How long would you wait? Do you think it would be fine? She just wet her hands there and it was on It. IF You have one of those pliers of plan that you generally get in a pharmacy hair dye box, I would use that, because you found that the mixture is very Mocosa and reached everywhere, but he sat down his hair very well and very quickly.
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Apply the color only to the portions of the hair you want to color. In addition, I would definitely suggest returning for the volume of 40. Thx :) Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on May 14, 2012: Hone, everything you need is in Sally's! Don't forget the gloves! Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on May 14, 2012: When I say a part, it means that ... and I know! I
was surprised by the color, but I was very happy with him. And I have the flash in my cages, you really have to be outside the sun to see this red. Now yesterday I use Red Hot with a 20 vol developer and just happened, so that today I would do it again with Red Hot again, but with 30 Vol Developer ... he obtained a red lil in some places, but nothing
like yours, which, which It was what I was what I was what I was what I was what I was what I was expected, I didn't think my hair would be so resistant. The red copper is a bit more clear and rich that the red and intense red fire is a bit more than hot and rich than hot red. I went with intense red, the dark of my choices, just to be on the safe side.
Usually, I have to spend a lot of time looking for "dark hair only" products, which are actually differ from finding. My red -haired loss by deciding that I wanted red hair, not like Rhianna's, but, to the same effect, I, I start my bust of the perfect product. I read somewhere that I would help the product to work more than, but I am not completely sure
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2012: "Thank you for the help Heaven215! Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on August 10, 2012: Chelsea, honestly, I don't know how ³ tell you here. I just find it works best for my stubborn hair. This is fine on February 3, 2013: Recently I started to die in red hair, I was always too much chicken before hahaha. Anyway, my hair was once black. Then
rinse the hair until the water runs clear. Step 6. I'm not sure about the 30 either. That's just an example, but yah. And to be honest, when you do it for the first time, it's a little darker and it lights up ahead. Do not even measure correctly and mix it in a paper glass with the end of a comb. Professional, right? I've had the black hair I liked 3 months ago,
you think it works on my hair? I also have new black extensions of Sallys and I thought I'd have to whitewash them, but you think it works on them like "okay? So today I went and bought you again with a developer of 40 CRÃ£ME and I'm not sure if you should have it all over your hair or the other half that wasn't you. I wanted it to be perfect. Place
the lid on the developer's bottle,  keeping your finger on the tip open,  shake the bottle to mix the color and the developer. I'm sure it'll look great. No offense. Once I got to this point, I rubbed tons of conditioner and waited a couple of minutes before rinsing it. "And everything is ready! Even imagine how ³ looks in the sunlight. Ha ha. I want to try 40
but I'm scared since I already did it twice... I've been dying my hair for years, so there's no virgin here... my question is, I'm not sure I love the color I have When I use hot red hair (haveÃa hair reddish chaste before youÃ±lo) Â Can I use another application ³ in a few days to brighten the color or do you recommend waiting for it, or go with a color 16,
2012: They are To see how ³ your hair came out with the hot red? of Oreor 30 or 40 volume developer depending on the degree of elevation ³ desired in a stirrer or non-metÃ³n muzzle. If the hair is relaxed, use only a 20-volume developer. Add the full content of excellence Hicolor Hilights Tube and mix well until smooth and creamy. However, I
haven't used it yet, and I'm not sure it will. It went well but it didn't blow. "Maybe your hair is still too much for you to pick up more color ³ right now? Finally, apply the treatment of the conditioner included in the kit (labeled tube 3) and shine it on your hair for two minutes. I can only say that it works with my hair that often darkens me. Do not tell
how much to help or hurt, but tell him to do it if it does not cause more damage and improve the chances of the color taking your hair. I don't know what to do my hair is black dye for many years and three weeks ago I bleached my hair Wrong idea, I had to shorten it and go back to my hair dye black now I wash my hair 3 times a week, including on
weekends and oh, So I saw a bit of YouTube ³ how to get the red hair right, I went to Sally and bought high color magenta and a red filling and 30: Dev ok went well, but my bangs didn't takeÃ³, so I went back to Sally, I bought the same thing. Loreal High Color Red Hot and a Dev 40 and I'm not sure before making the red hot that I should first make
the color remover and then make the red hot, what do you think I should do because I really want the red to show everything? from my Headrizzayvette (author) from Illinois on September 24, 2012: Angelica, I'm so sorry to hear that! Some people are not always the same results as others. The product cream allows the dye to penetrate the locks of
the hair without dripping, allowing you to have more control over the color. "Your hair looks by the way. Mix your color, make sure to put on the gloves included in the kit before mixing your color. Use exclusively with the recommended oxidant, Oreor 40 Volume Volume ettevyazziroxox ): !aduya narg anu se ;olucÃtra le rop oveun ed saicarG .sorbmoh
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hair. At least, of course with a pink dye. The next time I tend my hair, I think I'm "Try what you did! I love your color in this ³ blog post photo. I must be able to help you! Thank you for reading! Lizzy on April 28, 2012: Â Do you think it works in African American hairdresser (author) from Illinois on April 26, 2012: honestly, don't know what went
wrong! I do it this way every time. Step 5. For every 1 ounce, add 2 ounces of Oreor cream. That one has red, red fire, red fire, etc. ... Rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on August 30, 2012: Destinee, buy my hair dye from Sally's Beauty Supply. It washes in due course. "I don't seem to follow instructions or precautions very well. The dye goes in my
hair (with the help of a friend), so my friend helped me saturate my hair while I sat on the floor of the bar. Maybe ask the ladies working on Sally's beauty supply, or whatever flexible beauty you go to. lolfanfictt on july 24, 2017: "Hello! So I have never had my hair because I don't want to lose the color of my natural hair and my hair is brown³ not
dark, but I was wondering that after the color of the loreal hicolor came out, "my hair would return to the original color? "Or is there some discoloration or something³"? You can also suggest some more ways to change my hair without permanently changing my hair color from Org :) Thank you on May 27, 2017: Your hair looks really beautiful on
August 22, 2016: Hi, I skipped all the comments, so I don't. Know if this is mentioned before, thank you so much for your help, you don't know exactly how ³ use the intensifier, but the ³ next time if you want your hair to be more uniform and the ends you use a proteÃ±a filling before coloring and Ã© SaldrÃ© perfectly, you can even get it in your local
sally'slao bling on August 16, 2016: Hi, I'm so late and late, but I can use some tips. Use the tip of the bottle to separate Hair sections to help make sure you are covering your threads evenly. The box says no, but she wants it bright !!! Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on April 29, April, 4. (2) Barak 2 , 2. 2. 1.1 (1) Qubnaux 1, 1 is a mblamebber ,
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all dakes when the mydiã ói lame lame , Quank lame , Quank Quad ) Quad ) Quad ) Answers. Shã £kal £als . Yah scilay nanb and Abbbbancy I ever ever have ever .. Hhhh wants you want to be won I I of the Oreor cream developer included. I have natural black hair (as well (as well as) it has been many times (a few months ago) re-teated black again. I
use the therapy of L'Oreal Nature.an on May 27, 2012: Did he look really dark when he was wet? Danii Dgaff on May 26, 2012: So your hair was black when this was driving this? What do you think? I just poured all that in the mixture. It will make your dye seem blood. I did the products that I used a few minutes to decide exactly what red would like
to use. How did the Loreal? L'Oreal Excellence Hicolor Red Hilights is available in magenta, red, copper and copper red. So if you are concerned about confusion, you must probably take a cup of planning of planning or something. With planning gloves in, a garbage bag like a smock, your room of bathroom lined with Like more garbage bags, and
your mixture ready, just start spreading that dye in your head. If you are a bit messy, you may want But I never do that either. He left a little faded and I really want to try his world in his place. Let the dye penetrate the hair for 30 minutes. My extremes are not as red as my roots, but I assume that it is because they have been so many times, but it is
not a big difference. It has been a week and they still give me dyeing water every time I take a shower. The 'l'Oreal Excellence made red, will work on my hair? Trannie on May 08, 2013: Hey I have black hair and I saw another girl to publish something about the loreal color for what I was still looking for and I found out of this Info Next, remove the
color cream cover (tube labeling 2), discard the pink ring at the opening of the tube, completely screw the white lid that will break the internal seal, and turn the lid. Well, my hair is? It was amazing! Maria on September 10, 2017: Usã © L'Oreal 4.26 red grape not even after 4 washes the color keeps coming outRion on July 26, 2017:Hey...Â Does this
color dye work on the you? I went to the store yesterday and bought light auburn with a 20 crÃ¨Âme developer and it only dyed my roots. And my hair is soft. and thank you!!rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on May 28, 2012:Runee, i've never used 30, so i'm not sure what the difference is, but i know that it colors my hair really well. It isn't dry or
brittle at all right now.I am going to attribute that to the fact that I did not have to bleach my hair beforehand to achieve a nice color.I really recommend trying this product if you have stubborn hair. We¢ÃÂÂre sharing a step-by-step guide on how to use the L¢ÃÂÂOrÃ©Âal Paris Excellence Creme Permanent Triple Protection Hair Color, below. Keep
shaking the bottle until you can¢ÃÂÂt see any swirls in the mixture. Step 3. And u wait a week before dye it. then I bought the ion quick repair hair treatment and treated it and left it in for about 10 mins. going to buy my colour tomorrow I am sooooo excited. And also my mother tried it out she tried the same color as you and used 30 developer
instead. Don't use metal! Mix until it's smooth and creamy. They have blondes and light browns as well, so it's not just for a potential redhead! Some people have had bad experiences with this, but I love it and I think I will continue to use it. I also bought L'Oreal's Hicolor Highlights in red. Once your gloves are on, open the developer creme (bottle
labeled 1) and set aside. It wasn't exactly the color payoff I wanted, because I used 30 vol developer like it suggested. Let The Color Process Once you¢ÃÂÂve evenly coated your hair in the hair color, set a timer for 30 minutes to let the color process. I found when i first did it, it was hard for me to even tell that my hair was red, it looked really dark to
me. She is in the shower washing it out now. Thx in advance! Hope ur still checking these comments lol.Katie on July 31, 2016:Do you only use the tube in the box to did you have to buy the arena solutionrizzayvette (author) from Illinois on March 01, 2015:it The volume you used. Comb the hair. All it really depends on your hair and how color takes
the color. I hope you find a product that works better for you! Angelica on September 21, 2012: I have given my hair three times with these things, 40 every time 45 minutes and it's just a dye :( I would want my hair like yours! It's only red in the sun: (Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on September 14, 2012: Hello narisa! others. Then rinse the hair
conditioner until the water runs. Hair when applying the color. Step 2. of bleaching and coloring. intense and intense highly visible, even in dark hair, without technology LATCH ADVANCE GAJA LIFT THE HAIR 3-4 LEVELS, A RICH CREAM IS NOT REQUIRED AND DRIP WITHOUT Tone that resists the discoloration available in three high liftity red
tones wear adequate and disposable gloves. Measure 2.4 fl. Simply Crayon-From-The-8pack-Box red. I would say that to wait a couple of weeks, you don't want to give your hair too soon. Are you sure to use the developer of L'Oreor Creme Volume 30? From Illinois on June 23, 2013: Trannie thank you very much for Tip! Laura on May 27, 2013: Hello.
I really have red hair (pre (Prom) just yesturday usã © color ups and my hair is a dark boring with a red tone when trying to get the red appearance of a box dye in my black hair (only my roots were bright but red back). Do you think could get a bright red when using the Hot Red Hicolor? Rinse the conditioner with cold water, dry hair and style as
usual. Development? Next, apply the conditioning treatment included in the hair coloration kit at home to your hair line and the back of your neck to prevent your skin from temporarily masted hair. Red looks like a brilliant that I don't want. I even in the sunlight? of scalp developer sensitive to ions. (30 vol) If you want that bright red life, I suggest
the magenta; Because your hair is dark and will keep color in it. To use this product with ã © xito, just apply it to healthy hair. I went with 30vol. I think it would work to update the color quite well if you don't want to go brilliant! Dulce on July 7, 2012: I have dark black black hair, and I have always wanted my red hair, like a dark tone since my skin is
a honey/tan color ... What color from the color of the color Do you think should I use? The child said that I got the 30, but only my roots. I don't know why they tell you this and I have never seen a difference. But this time I expected a couple of days. But definitely tries the next bright red tone (I'm not sure how much it is, it could be a red fire or
something like that). Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on February 13, 2013: Marinaa, regret Taken a lot of time. To write, the agitated life that I have been having. of the Oreor cream developer included. He got a little. After all the dye I was in my hair, wrapped it in another plian bag and heated it with my hair dryer for about 15 Wait for 15 minutes
and then warm it again for another 15. ChampÃº your hair is normal. The Haircolor is not dark ... but it never touches my hair, so I hope this helps them all! Rizzayvette Rizzayvette from Illinois on April 26, 2013:Chris and Steph, I'm glad you guys enjoyed it and found the article helpful!Thank you so much for reading!Steph on April 10, 2013:Thanks
you so much for the post. I always use 40volume when I'm going red. but my roots were black yess. It might be best to just stick with whatever dye you used to color it in the first place, to be safe. True-to-shade color that resists fading. :-)danii dgaff on May 29, 2012:Oh wow !(: im gonna try it thanks! I have dark brown hair on top and light brown on
bottom thoe , will my hair turn out even.? The price is amazing too!Next time, I'm going to go with Red Hot!Thanks for reading and I hope I answered all the questions that I myself had before trying this product. Im afraid that if i go to dark you wont be able to see the color...I was going for a deep aubrun red but if i want that color should i use the
color you used?Ki on July 04, 2012:Do you have to use the oreor or can u just use the tube by itself?rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on June 08, 2012:emmy, I've never used color remover before so I don't know if it'll make a difference. It may be different for your hair though! I would check your hair at the 30 minute mark, and if it's not where you
want it to be, check again every 15 minutes. but i think that means it also has a stronger amount of chemicals that are pretty bad for your hair... and it looks pretty dark in unnatural light as well.. And the magenta is purple red which i also don't prefer. please write back!rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on November 12, 2012:Gisselle, yes it is!gisselle
on November 12, 2012:The color you have in this picture is the "Intense Red" ?rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on November 07, 2012:I never use color remover and my hair always turns out how I want it to, so that's completely up to you. If you have any more questions please just leave a comment and I will get back to you right away!Happy dyeing
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otneimiconoc Â and I don't want to be using too much developer on my hair.rizzayvette (author) from Illinois on July 06, 2012:Tabbykat312, since my hair was a bit What black when I tea it, I think you could go with the same shadow. There is a small color intensifier in the box. Well, I hope you work! Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on June 8, 2012:
MKCUARENTA7 Definitely prove volume 40! I think it makes a great Differentizzyvette (author) of Illinois on June 8, 2012: Thank you very much Mizzy !! I hope it works well! Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on June 8, 2012: Danii, only one box. Do not use conditioner. I wasn't sure of what was faithful to be the color of hair samples and wanted to get
very red, but I wasn't sure how well I could do it. oz. I am also asian and my hair barely takes any color as well as when it was a burgundy color is pleasant in comparison with any brown. I often write about hair care and hairstyle. I with red hair! L'Oreal Hicolor: Red hair you would have asked me a year ago, maybe even a couple of months ago if
ever, I would ever consider the hair of red, I would probably have rented in your face. There is red, hot red fire, red and intense red copper. Not even when I'm cooking. Here we â ™ to a new hue from the comfort of your home. What is Excellence Creme? The Lâ € â € prayed to the Paris Excellence Creme Permanent Triple Protection Hair Color is a
permanent hair dye that comes in several shades of blond, brown, red and black, which gives it a lot of options for a color of a color of a color of DIY HAIR. The dye recommends 30 volume, but as I said, I have hard black hair hard and I would really want this out. There in total, spend about $ 6 each in the color and the developer. Where did you find
the different tones of red? Rizzayvette (author) of Illinois on July 12, 2012: Dulce, it would actually suggest go with the color and volume developer I used in my article! It should not be too red if you are tending it well, and sounds like oruges oruges yotse on dadilaer ne ,sodacatsed s¡Ãm sotnemom sol ed acrecA!buh im odatsug ayah et euq ed orgela
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